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Veg Plot Watering as simple as ‘Click & Drip’

Keeping veg plants watered just got a lot easier thanks to the Greenhouse Sensation’s new Click & Drip
which overcomes the particular challenges of watering Raised Beds and veg plots.

Watering veg plots, whether in pots, raised beds or borders, used to mean a choice between lugging
around heavy watering cans or doing battle with complicated irrigation systems, but the Click & Drip
takes seconds to click together and lay onto a veg plot.

Once the 3 parts are clicked together, the Click & Drip is simply pushed onto a water butt tap or a
garden tap and the dripper pipe is placed on the area to be watered. Turn the tap on or attach a timer
and water is released slowly and evenly without fuss. Water wastage is greatly reduced thanks to the
slow drip which gives the soil time to absorb the water rather than forming puddles which then
evaporate. Water is released at a rate of 1 Litre per drip hole per hour from a mains tap and 180ml per
drip hole per hour from a water butt.

Although it’s simple to use, the Click & Drip has been carefully designed. Blockages from limescale,
debris and soil are prevented by a combination of a filter attached to the tap and a clever drip hole
design which means the pipe can even be covered by mulch or soil without blocking, whilst the pressure
regulator reduces mains tap pressure to a slow, even drip.

Irrigation kits often require gardeners to buy additional fittings, cut lengths of hose pipe and to punch
their own dripper holes. With the Click & Drip there are no fiddly fittings, no intimidating instructions
and everything you need is included, so gardeners won’t find they have to trek back to the garden
centre for that forgotten tap connector or length of hose.

- ENDS -

About Click & Drip Complete Watering Kits;
Click & Drip - ‘No fuss’ watering for raised beds, borders and veg plots
Price: From £24.90
Size: 10 metres or 15 metre kits. Extensions are available.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About Greenhouse Sensation
Greenhouse Sensation is staffed by people passionate about growing edibles. The company’s
horticultural experts design products that make it easier for anyone to grow stronger, healthier plants.
Greenhouse Sensation products are made in England.

For 2012 Greenhouse Sensation has carefully selected products designed by other companies to be
featured in its catalogue and on its website, making the website and brochure an essential destination
for gardeners.
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